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Darwinian

Light and Sound
Hanging on a tightrope, our feet never touch
the ground,
They know where we go, we’re running
against the crowd
Feed us to the animals with arms open wide,
It’s time to set this room on fire, cos I wanna
fly
In all this light and sound, we’re turning into
the sea,
The accident at the scene, who know’s what
the future holds,
Your living is make believe, in all this light
and sound, carry on.
Do secrets ever find out what happens when
the sun goes down?
Strangers to the obvious, we’re building
against the clouds,
We can never find ourselves hiding in the
shadows,
You just want to spread your wings, I wanna
fly.
In all this light and sound, we’re turning into
the sea,
The accident at the scene, who know’s what
the future holds,
Your living is make believe, in all this light
and sound, carry on.
Lift me up where do we begin (Carry on)
Lift me up where do we begin
In all this light and sound, we’re turning into
the sea,
The accident at the scene, who know’s what
the future holds,
Your living is make believe, what you see is
what you get, and there’s no looking back,
you’re standing in front of me, your living
is make believe, in all this light and sound,
carry on.

Every Time
I used to capture subliminal’s under a
Freudian dream,
Are you still thinking Darwinian? Breaking
bulbs just to find ideas,
I used to fracture the typical so luck could
fuck with the odds,
Let’s engineer our endorphins, nobody
knows who we really are.
We’re always waiting for something,
We’re always searching for signs,
Analyse cos I can feel your fire every time

She Said
I think I’m stranded on the wrong side of the
track,
There ain’t no way, there ain’t no way
I owe you nothing that time won’t take and I
know I can’t take this
Shake shake you’re panic and a heartache,
speak the words that some might say, take
the train I’m running late
And I know I can’t take this
We feel alive, every time we smile, say hello
goodbye

We’re stepping on the antidotes, to think
outside of the box,
Lets redefine the ritual we can’t be something
we’re not.

I drain the colours from the rainbow and
when we kiss they leave my face, I find
emotions in the strangest ways
And I know I can’t take this

We’re always waiting for something,
We’re always searching for signs,

Shake shake you’re panic and a heartache,
we’re still crazy about the good old days, I
owe you nothing that time won’t take
And I know I can’t take this

Analyse cos I can feel your fire every time
Every time
Tell me if you want it do you bite the hand
that feeds,
Do you take it all for granted, like you’ve
taken it from me

We feel alive, every time we smile, say hello
goodbye
Ignite the spark in your eyes and bring it
back to me,
Ignite the spark in your eyes

We’re always waiting for something,
We’re always searching for signs,
Analyse cos I can feel your fire every time.

Take Me Away
I’ve figured out why they can’t see us now,
because you are me when I’m inside out, so
I’m nailing this flag to the mast one last time,
now watch all the lambs, cos a wolf has
been let out.
As I walk the endless line with you my
overactive mind,
We are polarities aligned between the infinite
divide.
Take Me Away
I’ve lost more than you could ever give away,
Take me away for one day.
There was a time long before you and I,
When mine was my own and I felt more
allowed
To break the monotony of repeated life,
Life isn’t lived at the edge of a knife
As I walk the endless line with you my
overactive mind,
We are polarities aligned between the infinite
divide.
Take Me Away
I’ve lost more than you could ever give away,
Take me away for one day.
On and On
We keep on moving because we can’t stop
Our lives are weaving until we criss cross
Some say truth is just a let down
We’re making rules until we break out
Can’t stop it moving when the beat goes (on
and on and on)
We keep on moving when the beat goes (on
and on)
Gravity throw yourself around
Gravity throw yourself around
On and On and On
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Lost and Found
Awake this morning, look by my side,
A fallen angel has lost her wings
Oh what I’d give for time to freeze,
Oh what I’d give come here to me.
As I open up your heart,
As we strive to cast our ground (tonight),
Two lovers torn apart,
We were lost but now we’re found
Cos tonight you’re mine
I had a dream you share with me,
This moment, time we can’t replace,
In a warm safe place, could you pick me up
When I fall down?
As I open up your heart,
As we strive to cast our ground (tonight),
Two lovers torn apart,
We were lost but know we’re found
Cos tonight you’re mine

Lookin’ Out
Do you believe in a system that doesn’t want
you to see,
That monetises the mindset to keep you
down on your knees,
Are you a willing victim? The silent strapped
to the seat,
You want to blame the government it’s time to
take to the streets.
We’re lookin’ out,
We’re lookin’ out,
What goes around comes around,
This is the sound of a stampede coming
The cameras always watching, they censor
what you read,
To sell the idiots progress, to keep you down
on your knees
For manufactured disorders let’s take another
sweet,
Another new generation, another life on
repeat.
We’re lookin’ out,
We’re lookin’ out,
What goes around comes around,
This is the sound of a stampede coming
Yeah I know it’s in your head
We’re lookin’ out,
We’re lookin’ out,
What goes around comes around,
This is the sound of a stampede coming
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Refrain
I haven’t come to make you stay,
I’m only here to make sure that you go,
I need to watch you walk away,
I need to watch you walk away slow,
No I need my life I need myself back,
You only flaunt the things that you lack
This is the last time I’ll explain,
This is more than goodbye it’s a refrain,
We were never one and the same
Please let me take your time,
Cos I’ve wasted all of mine on you,
The ticking clocks are chasing lies,
Sow your seeds and grow your point of view
This is the last time I’ll explain,
This is more than goodbye it’s a refrain,
We were never one and the same

Saints and Satellites
Don’t tell me that I’ve lost my way, if it’s mine
I’m gona change it anyway, my heads never
comes to grips with all that’s slipped between
my fingertips,
Put something in, took nothing back,
Made my mistakes but didn’t learn from that,
Red broken skin, black and blue eyes
Too tired to hurt, it couldn’t hurt to try,
If we had just more time
You were the light between the black and
white,
I can’t let go of yesterday when you still burn
so bright,
Holding on too tight, there’s no one left to
please but saints and satellites
I’ve abandoned dirty godliness, double visions
always showed me
twice is less, my mind is at me and my face
feels numb,
The side effects of something worse that’s yet
to come,
This looking glass I’m looking through, you
understood,
I stood under you, expel the truth,
dispel the lie,
Left wanting more from the other side.
You were the light between the black and
white, I can’t let go of yesterday when you
still burn so bright,
Holding on too tight, there’s no one left to
please but saints and satellites
They said time helps you forget but I don’t
want no more time
To lose more than I have lost,
You were the light between the black and
white,
I can’t let go of yesterday when you still burn
so bright,
Holding on too tight, there’s no one left to
please but saints and satellites
They said time helps you forget well I don’t
want no more time

Fish out of Water
Can you walk in my shoes,
Is the grass always greener on the other side,
You took what you had instead of borrowing,
Can you walk in my shoes,
Is there something to lose
In a picture you paint the mirror divides
Cos it’s all over now you see, there’s too many
people lost in me,
Picking lines that you can’t use,
I ain’t gonna be old news,
I ain’t gonna be your reason to lose
Can you walk in my shoes,
Think you’re trapped in the view from the
other side,
Mistakes are for strangers when the puzzle
decides
Cos it’s all over now you see, there’s two many
people lost in me,
Picking lines that you can’t use,
I ain’t gonna be old news,
I ain’t gonna be your reason to lose
The sun shines through on a rainy day,
Find your way through a broken maze
A fish out of water tempting seas,
A fish out of water tempting me
Cos it’s all over now you see, there’s two many
people lost in me,
Picking lines that you can’t use,
I ain’t gonna be old news,
I ain’t gonna be your reason to lose
Where do we Run
Walking through streetlights on Saturday
night,
Tired of confusion at war in my mind,
Can anyone see through this perfect disguise
We’re two distant strangers when planets
collide,
Into the darkness, where do we run?
To catch a ray of light,
Cos I’m with you
Frightened of losing the good in my life,
Stuck on illusions just kiss them goodbye,
Lost in emotion with nothing to hide,
We’re two distant strangers when planets
collide
Into the darkness, where do we run?
To catch a ray of light,
Cos I’m with you
It’s you, I’ll be watching you.
Cos I’m with you

